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Exhibition opening party June 6th, 7-9pm
Complementary cocktails provided by Plush Vodka

Curated by Damien Anger
June 6 - July 28, 2018
Carrie Able Gallery presents a group show, CMYK, curated by
Damien Anger. Running from June 6th to July 28th, the exhibition will feature a plethora of mediums including photography,
painting, sculpture, as well as mixed medium. Featured artists
include Carmelo Midili, Joongyung Kim, Maria Belford,
Sul Rzayev, Zahra Nazari, Karen Fitzgerald, Joel Tretin
and Carrie Able.
Carrie Able Gallery opened in September 2016 in Williamsburg,
Brooklyn. The gallery showcases the work of the renowned artist, Able, amongst the most exciting emerging visual artists. The
artists showcased are discovered via an open submission policy and are evaluated by Lead Curator, Damien Anger, based
solely on the art itself without consideration of CV or biographical information. While a commercial gallery, Carrie Able Gallery is mission based. The chalk board front door of the space
showcases an ongoing community ephemeral art project. The
gallery also hosts free monthly art classes for 8-12 year olds as
well as a free monthly event, Living Arts Night, where poets and
musicians are welcome to share their work. Carrie Able Gallery
is a proud partner of the National Parks Arts Foundation. Private
gallery tours are available upon request. Translation services are
available in French, Italian and Mandarin. Keep up to date with
the Carrie Able’s Gallery’s happenings on the free app available
in google play and the apple app store.

How do artists use colors in their practice? Alberti is a pioneer in art history; he analyzed colors and paintings and laid
the foundation for color theory. Artists still use these theories in
their practice today, as they experiment with infinite color possibilities, especially using the spectrum CMYK (cyan, magenta,
yellow, key). The Artists in this group exhibition play with a large
range of colors in their sculptures, photographs, mixed media,
and canvas works. Some are mastering monochromes, while
others are exploiting a variety of color effects, contrasts, and
temperature. With perfect control, these artists utilize cool colors to create warm artworks.
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